Introduction
Recently, there has been a significant paradigm shift towards real-t ime co mputing. Previously, requests for Web sites just like queries against databases were concerned with looking at what happened in the past. On the other hand, complex event processing (CEP) is a technology concerned with processing real-time events, i.e., CEP is concerned with what has just happened. An event is something that has happened, or is contemplated as having happened [8] . For example, an event may signify a sensor reading, and so forth. Using co mplex event processing this paper wants to outline a framework fo r dynamic and comp lex, event-driven interaction for the Web. This infrastructure leads to the concept of the Event Marketpl ace (similar to a service marketplace) where events coming fro m d ifferent event producers (as illustrated above) can be arbitrary co mbined by different event consumers. The most important requirement is to build the Marketplace upon widely-accepted open standards that enable different components of the event processing architecture to be plugged into an event-processing "fabric" with minimal effort, allowing the development of timedriven, event-based, global applicat ions. This "on-the-fly-adaptive" nature of the Marketplace will enable the dynamic defin ition of situations of interest (complex event patterns) and ad-hoc generation of timely reactions to new situations. In this paper we present the concept and the architecture of a platform/ middleware that can satisfy some of these requirements today. We argue that the proposed solution can scale regarding the distribution of services (sources) and the throughput of interesting informat ion that can be exchanged and can be easily extended with new services (openness).
Platform
The conceptual architecture for our platform is depicted in Figure  1 . We introduce the components briefly. The Distri buted Service Bus (DSB) at bottom right of the figure provides the SOA and EDA (Event Driven Arch itecture) infrastructure for components and end user services. The Governance component allows users to get information about services and events . The Event Cloud provides storage and forwarding of events. Its role is manipulat ing events, real-t ime or h istoric. Real-time subscriptions may use a simp le set of operators such as conjunctive queries to filter out an interesting event. More complex queries are executed in the DCEP co mponent. The DCEP co mponent (Distributed Co mp lex Event Processing) has the role of detecting complex events by means of event pa tterns. To detect complex events, DCEP gets simple events from then Event Cloud as defined in the event patterns. The pattern language is BDPL which we introduce below. The Platform Services incorporate several additions to the platform. The Query Dispatcher has the role of decomposing and deploying patterns in the Event Cloud and DCEP. The Event Metadata component enables the discovery of relevant events for a consumer and provides data to the subscription reco mmender. The recommenders Event Subscription Reco mmender (ESR) and Service Adaptation Recommender (SAR) are discussed below.
Governance and Monitoring
The Business Service Monitoring Architecture is an implementation that is called EasierBSM Bus (DSB) middleware: services that are deployed on bus as well as external applications. The mechanism is event-driven, monitoring exclusively receives data fro m the bus as notifications. Components generate and send 'reports' about their activity. Raw Reports Events. Raw reports (Figure 2 ) are sent by interceptors (located around services of the business node). They are based on a model defined by Linagora 2 . T1/T2 report is sent, giving the status of the exchange (i) before the client request is sent to the provider and (ii) after the provider receives the client request. A T3/T4 report is sent, giving the status of the exchange (iii) before the provider sends the response to the client and (iv) after the client receives the response. Several experiments have led to an optimal configuration of 2 events per exchange. Actually, reports are sent on T2 and (potentially if the exchange pattern is In-Out) T4. This choice minimizes the number of non-functional events while sustaining an efficient monitoring. Indeed, it would be possible to send only one Raw Report containing the 4 time stamps, but in this case, the EasierBSM would not be ab le to manage non -responding services. Service Level Agreement Events. The Service Level Monitoring is dedicated to the technical aspects and is the lowest kind of event EasierBSM is able to send. For that purpose, EasierBSM contains two components (see Figure 2 ) implement ing respectively the WSDM [20] (WSDM Monitoring component) and WS-Agreement 3 (SLA Manager component). Both of them use the Raw Reports events as data input. Once QoS are computed, it is possible to build and negotiate agreements at a governance level between service consumer and provider. Negotiated Serv ice Level Agreements are loaded in the SLA co mponent. It receives also the Raw Reports fro m the DataCo llector and checks if a particular exchange is violating an agreement. Then, a n SLA alert is potentially sent as an upper level monitoring notificat ion using the Co mmon Alerting Protocol (CAP 4 ) standard.
Event Cloud
The EventCloud [21] is a d istributed datastore that allows to store quadruples (RDF triples with context) and to manage events represented as quadruples or set of quadruples (a.k.a., event). To scale, the architecture is based on a structured Peer-toPeer (P2P) network named Content Addressable Netwo rk (CA N) [22] . A CAN is a structured P2P network (structured in opposition to unstructured, another category of P2P networks better suited to high peer churn) based on a d -dimensional Cartesian coordinate space labeled D. Th is space is dynamically partit ioned among all peers in the system such that each node is responsible for indexing and storing data in a zone of D thanks to a trad itional RDF datastore such as Jena. According to our data model, we use a 4-d imensional CA N in order to associate each RDF term of a quadruple to a dimension of the CAN network. Thus, a quadruple to index is a point in a 4-dimensional space. Retrieval Model At the EventCloud level, an API is provided according to a ret rieval model based on pull and push mechanisms. The pull or put/get mode refers to one-time queries; an application formu lates a query to retrieve data wh ich have been already stored. In contrast, the push or pub/sub mode is used to notify applications which reg ister long standing queries and push back a notificat ion each time an event that matches them occurs. Both retrieval modes have their filter model based on SPARQL. We allo w the SELECT query fo rm and a pattern applies to one graph value at a time. As such SPARQL provides us the ability to formu late a subscription by associating several filter constraints to a quadruple, but also to a set of quadruples that belong to the same event. This means that several quadruples of an event that are published asynchronously at different t imes may participate in the matching of a su bscription by using their co mmon constraints. Also, due to the distributed nature of the EventCloud, each quadruple is possibly stored in different peers. It is important to understand that our push retrieval mode is not supposed to act as a CEP engine correlating several events from several streams.
Big Data Processing Language
To combine real-time data and contextual (historic) data we propose a language called Big Data Processing Language (BDPL) . The language is suited to be deployed in a d istributed setting. We modelled BDPL as close to SPARQL 1.1 as possible. Bound variables in the query are allo wed to join events based on values from the individual event instances. From the SPA RQL 1.1 language we use the following subset: CONSTRUCT queries without operators UNION and subqueries 5 , OPTIONA L or LIM IT 6 clauses. We distinguish graph patterns (using syntax EVENT and GRA PH) into real-time data and historic data respectively. The real-time parts may be combined with temporal operators such as time windows fro m [ 10] to enable te mporal processing. Intuitively, a query is fulfilled if there is a mapping [13] for all variables fro m the real-t ime parts and a compatible mapping for the historic data at the time of the real-t ime answer. Operat ionally this means that the real-time part is applied to the streams. When there is a result the variable mapping will be checked for compatibility with all historic parts in the query.
The model for the query language also requires a model for the data to be queried i.e., the events. The Linked Data principles [14] are a methodology of publishing structured data and to interlink the data to make them mo re useful. The se principles apply to event modelling. We use an event schema fro m which the event types are inherited. The schema [15] makes use of related work by reusing the class "Event" fro m Dolce Ultralight based on DOLCE [ 4] . We are developing this event model to satisfy requirements of an open p latform addressing variety in big data. As such, data from the Web must be reused and be extens ible for broader participation.
ESR and SAR Recommenders
In this section, we focus on ESR and SAR Recommenders that are included in the platform services conceptual component (Figure 1) . We aimed to support dynamic recommendations of new event streams to which a service should subscribe for a mean ingful period of t ime, in order to take advantage of situational information, e x-pressed as simple o r co mp lex events. We developed ESR that exp loits real-t ime event streams in order to dynamically produce new event subscriptions [Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.]. This co mponent provides added value assistance to services and users that will have the choice to be subscribed to the "right" event streams at the "right time" and for the "proper period of time". Thus, ESR improves subscription efficiency and prevents from unnecessary network traffic and additional workload on the subscriber's side. SAR is the second recommender. It addresses the issue of business process adaptation. For SAR we enhanced aspectoriented business process management [17] with event-driven capabilit ies for discovering situations requiring adaptations. To this end, we developed an aspect-oriented extension to BPMN2.0 similar to AO4BPM N [18] . In order to cope with the advanced event-driven and situational processing related needs of both these recommenders, we developed a goal-driven, ECA-based hierarchical framework, called Situation-ActionNetwork (SAN) [Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. ] as background mechanism. It is a modeling framework that can be used for defining systems' reactions to significant situations with the purpose of fulfilling or satisfying a goal. Recently, the SAN modeling framework has been extended in order to alleviate a part of the modeler's effo rt during the design of SAN trees and increase their run -time flexibility [23] .
Missed Calls Manager Use Case
The Missed Calls Manager (shortened hereafter to MCM) shows the event handling as a service in the Android Platform, sensing local telco and social events and acting as a jo ining lin k between users and the PLA Y Platform that will "mix" events of different natures.
3.1
Use Case scenario, and design
"After 3 out/ingoing missed calls to/from the same callee/er in the last 3 minutes, send a recommendation suggesting the user to contact his friend in a different way".
In this scenario, for each detected missed call, the MCM App sends to the PLA Y DSB a simp le event. Each event is delivered through the EventCloud to DCEP, which processes all of them for checking if a sequence of 3 call events with equal caller, callee and direction is occurring. The body of the event processing implementation in BDPL looks as follows, cf. Listing 1. Every t ime the pattern is detected, the CONSTRUCT defines a new comp lex event :Recommendation, pushed back to the Android Device, containing the wished suggestion. This closes the "event loo p" for the user, who can decide whether to follow such a suggestion or not.
Evaluati on and performance
In order to evaluate the DCEP performance, the following KPI has been defined and measured in a scenario simulat ing 41 users randomly generating events and triggering the described pattern. The KPI characterizes the speed of DCEP as the delta between when the last simple event entering the DCEP and when the DCEP build and emits a co mp lex event. The d iagrams in Figure 3 show this KPI with linear normal plot, the logarith mic bo x plot and the QQ plot, as a function of the cardinality of the events sent. The linear p lot shows that the processing speed has initial spikes. These are due to some lazy processing e.g., DCEP is only connecting to its output streams after a respective event was detected for the first time. The spikes to the right of the plot are due to current event input slowdowns which influence DCEP performance. We are working to correct these in our middleware.
ESR in Smartphone Scenario
This scenario also involves events transmitted to our p latform fro m the MCM App. This time ESR was introduced for reco mmending to a user that is unable to contact her friend (e.g. she is in a crowded p lace, doesn't answer her phone while they have scheduled to meet), the most efficient way to physically meet her. This involves: i) the subscription at the appropriate time to his friend's geolocation events; ii) the calculation of the appropriate duration of this subscription; and iii) the transmission of notifications that can guide the user. In Figure 4 , the SAN is presented as designed using a dedicated SAN editor. The SAN engine starts the tree traversal when the situation "Unable to contact a mobile phone" is detected (i.e. 3 missed calls events in the last 3 minutes) by our platform. Since the two users are in vicinity (i.e. less than 5 km), ESR reco mmends the subscription to friend's geolocation events ( Figure 5 ). The unsubscription takes place once the two users meet.
Related Work
Some attempts were made to define a universal vocabulary for events which extends structs of primitive types . One notable approach is the XM L format of AMIT presented in [2] provid ing more detailed temporal semantics and modelling not only events but their generalization, specialization and other relationships between events which can be used in processing. We support such relationships in our system. While designing an event-based system at Internet-scale, we emp loyed widely availab le Semantic Web technologies to model events as prop osed by Sen et al. [3] . There are models for events such as E* [7] , F [5] and LODE [6] , all of wh ich rely on the DOLCE [4] top-level ontology as we do. However, they do not seem to be tailored to real-t ime processing because a lot of (e.g. temporal) exp ressivity such as relative and vague time is not supported by the state of the art in real-time processing engines.
C-SPA RQL is a language and a system to process streaming RDF data increme ntally [11] . RDF trip les are events. Timestamps are attached to the triples implicit ly when the events enter the system. Sets of events are matched in windows. Th is means that the approach has a set-at-a-time semantics. EP-SPA RQL [9] is built on top of the Prolog-based event processing engine ETALIS [10] like our wo rk. EP-SPA RQL supports more event processing operators than C-SPA RQL including event-at-a-time operators like the sequence of two events which require no mandatory window defin ition and are thus more declarative. Like C-SPARQL, however, this approach considers events as triples not as objects with further structure. This means that e.g. time is a second-class citizen and not part of the event to be transmitted across distributed systems. BDPL works with structured events consisting of many RDF triples per event as opposed to one triple per event. In addition to real-t ime data both C-SPA RQL and EP-SPARQL can comb ine stream results with background knowledge. However, they do not propose a distributed system like EventCloud to address the volume of data. 
Conclusion
We presented a novel approach for real-time querying enabling the expression of complex s ituations to be notified to the user instantaneously. Main novelty in the approach is the combination of real-time and distributed historical data in the system. The query engine is realized in a distributed manner using event processing and semantic technologies. This work is part of the development of an Event Marketplace, a scalable infrastructure for exchanging and processing heterogeneous events. We argue that approaches like this will change searching on the Web in real-time, opening possibilities for new scenarios such as acting ahead of time leading to proactivity.
